Final exam

• Project negotiation (not before end of November)
  – You propose an idea
  – Some proposals will be available

• Some comments
  – Novelty of idea is not key
  – 1 or 2 people (exceptionally 3 persons)
  – Expectations are becoming higher and higher
    • Complexity, graphical layout, testing, quality of documentation
Final exam

• Project discussion (six dates per year)
  – Design and documentation (printed or by email)
  – Presentation (brief introduction and design decisions)
  – Demo (real device or simulator)

• Some comments
  – No marketing strategies
  – Professional design document
  – Synergies are encouraged
What I would like to get

- A well-engineered significant app
  - Some screens (significant application flow)
  - Multiple threads
  - Interaction with external services (not just Facebook)
  - “Nice” look and feel
- Some comments
  - Earlier does not mean higher grades
  - Details matter
- You keep any possible right on the app